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WHILE WE ARE PROPERLY 
Interested in and agitated over the 
doniestio affairs of British royalty, 
we mu t not overlook what is go-
· Davies 
ing on in our own 
First F a m 11 y 
When son-in-la 
and daughter en-




and take charge 
of one of his 
newspapers; 
when a n ot h e r 
son is already in 
the employ of the 
same Hearst ln 
one of his oil en-
terp r l8 es; and 
when a n o t h e r 
son is about to marry into that 
family of economic royalists, the 
du Pon ts, we have a situation that 
calls for our serious attention, and 
perhaps for a senatorial investiga .. 
tion. Are we to understand that 
President Roosevelt is going over 
to the enemy? Or is it that the 
forces of greed and monopoly, hav-
ing failed to capture the citadel by 
direct attack, are seeking to gain 
entrance in disguise and by 
stealth? Our investiJators must 
stand ready to do their duty. 
* * * A BIT OF INFORMATION 
that may interest those who like 
to have cut flowers in the house, 
and who have trouble keeping 
them comes from the Scientific 
American. It is that a small quan-
tity of sulfurous (not sulfuric) 
acid added to the water in which 
cut flowers are kept will cause 
them to retain their freshness 
much longer than if they are kept 
In clear water. The magazine 
recommends that tht3 quantity of 
acid which will be contained In an 
ordinary eye-dropper be added to 
each pint of water In which the 
flowers are kept. This, it ls said, 
wlll cause the flowers to retain 
their eshness and .continue bloom-
ing much longer than in clear wa-
ter. 
* * * 
IT IS ADDED FURTHER, 
that the flowers which respond 
beat to this treatment are those 
with large stems, such as Illies, 
hydrangeas, chrysanthemums, glad-
loll and rhododendrons, will re-
spond to this treatment much bet-
ter than those with small items, 
such aa dalales, snapdragons and 
carnations. It is important to use 
the right acid-sulfurous. Sulfuric 
acid will destroy the flowers. 
1' .... 1' 
THE POETS BYRON AND 
Moore, after a few hectic passages, 
became great friends. Moore, who 
wrote for a time ·under .the pseu-
donym ''Thomas Little," approprl-
at because of his diminutive size, 
not only entertained sincere regard 
for his friend, but was dazzled by 
hla title and aristocratic position. 
N otwlthstandlng their friendship 
Byron could not resist th temi,ta-
tion write of Moore the satirical 
line "Little Tommy dearly loves a 
lord." 
* * • 
· MOST AMERICANS WOULD 
fn~gnantly disavow any such sen-
~ t on their own part, neverthe-
le •, i:nost Americans dlsflaY· an 
avid Interest in the doings of Brit-
ish royalty, and one of the great 
erlcan textile associations an ... 
n~unces that because of the ap--
proachlng coronation - provided 
nothing happens-"coronation col-
ors" will be the vogue for next 
spring, and manufacturers are all 
set to go on that basis. 
* * * CORONATION COLORS, WE 
are told, are those associated with 
the great coronation pageant, some 
being the colors of historic jewels 
and others of distinctive robes and 
uniforms used in the ceremony. Of 
the 12 listed the f ollowlng de$crip-
tions are given: 
* * * 
Crown Ruby • . . The ruby of 
great historic value in the royal 
regalia, ~otably the huge gem call-
ed the Black Prince's Ruby, set at 
the front of the king's state crown. 
* * * C r own Sapphire . , . Valuable 
sapphires prominent In the regal 
. emblems, especially the famous St. 
Edward's Sapphire and the . Stuart 
Sapphire adorning the king's state 
crown. A precious sapphire also in 
the king's coronation ring. 
* * * Crown Pearl .•• The king's state 
crown embelllshed with four great 
pear-shaped pearls, said to have 
been the earrings of Queen Eliza-
beth. Other costly pearls in ·St. Ed-
ward's crown, or the crown of Eng-
land. 
* * * Crown Emerald . . . Many preci-
ous emeralds in the regal insignia, 
including the king's three crowns, 
the royal sceptre and the , orb. 
* * * Royal Amethyst . . . A beautiful 
ball-shaped amethyst in the royal 
sceptre just above the famous 
"Star of Africa" diamond. Anoth-
er huge amethyst over the king' 
golden orb. 
* * * Royal Yellow Sapphire • . • An 
extremely rare yellow sapphire set 
in the scabbard of the king's mag-
nificent jeweled sword of state. 
* * * Royal Turquoise ••• A turquoise 
of large size and great beauty in-
serted in the scabbard of the jew .. 
eled sword of state. 
* * * Imperial Gold . • . Gold striking-
ly revealed in the majestic corona-
tion vestments of the king, Includ-
ing the supertunica, the armma or 
stole and the royal robe of cloth of 
gold. Gold also resplendent in the 
royal regalia, particularly St. Ed-
ward's crown, which is of massive 
gold. 
• * * R e g a 1 Purple • . • Sumptuous 
purple the color of the royal man ... 
tle with which the king is invested 
after his coronation. A cap of pur-
ple velvet, known as a "cap of 
maintenance" inside each of the 
king's three crowns. 
* * * Knight's lu& •• , Inspired by 
the statel m t e worn by the dla-
tinguished Knights of the Order 
of the Garte , who hold a golden 
canopy over the head of the king 
while he la being anoint d durin1 
the coronation ceremony. 
* * * Royal Crimson • • • Suggested by 
the rich glowing color of the royal 
robe worn by Uie king btf ore he ts 
anointed. Crlmsqn mantles also 
worn by peers and peeresses. 
• * * English Scarlet ••• Thia brilliant 
- hue everywhere reflected in the 
glamorous coronation pageantry. 
Especially outstanding 1n the daah-
ing uniforms of high mllltary offic-
ers, in the great standarda of the 
empire and In · the scarlet coats of 
the royal pages of honor. 

A PARAGRAPH IN THIS COL- operated separately, but later they ~ 
were combined. That purchase took ~ 
place in 1907, and I have heard it 
said that one of the conditions of 
the purchase was that the name 
"Barnum and Bailey'' should be re-
tained during the next 50 years. 
Dexter W. Fellows, dean of Am- · 
erican publicity men, served for 
many years as Barnum and Bail-
ey's representative, and he still 
heads the press department of the 
umn yesterday on the hi~tory of 
the circus in the United States 
mentioned the five Ringling broth-
Davie• 
ers of whom John 
was then the sole 
survivor. W h i 1 e 
the column was 
being made 
r e a d y for the 
press the wire 
brought news of 
John Ringling's 
death. For sever-
al years he had 
conducted alone 
the vast show en-
terprise w h i c h 
he and his broth-
ers had founded 
and which con-
trolled nearly · all 
of the large-scale circus business 
in the country. The Associated 
Press mentions the "seven" Ring-
ling brothers, but John P. Grace, 
circus editor of the Billboard, lists 
but five, Charles, AI, Alf, Otto and 
John. 
combined organization. 
* * * FOR SOME YEARS THE RING-
ling shows have made their win-
ter quarters at Sarasota, Florida, 
and there, on an island a mile or 
two across the channel, John Ring-
ling built a palatial home. He was 
a lover of art, and his offices in 
Sarasota became a veritable art 
gallery, In the spacious rooms were 
displayed paintings by many of the 
great masters, and Ringling was 
continually adding to his collection. 
* * * THE CIRCUS IS A PECULIAR-
iy American institution. There 
were traveling shows of various 
* * * kinds in quite early days in Great 
THE RING LIN GS SPENT Britain and on the European con-
their early boyhood at Baraboo, tinent. I have heard my grand-
Wisconsin and after some early ex- parents speak of Wombwell's men-
periences with concert companies agerie, which toured Great Britain 
they took to the road with a wag- by wagon more than a century 
on show of their own. Their rise ago and which was considered a 
was rapid, and by the middle nine- mammoth affair. That, however, 
ties they owned one of the two or was strictly an animal show. Ear-
three big circuses of the country. ly American showmen, of whom 
' Their show appeared in Grand Barnum was greatest, developed 
Forks for the first time about 1897. the acrobatic and spectacular fea-
An excellent performance was tures in the sawdust ring, and this 
given in the afternoon on grounds gradually became the main attrac-
in the northern part of the city, tion. The single-ring show of the 
but a sudden deluge of rain flood- time when Barnum trave1ed with 
ed the grounds and made an eve- his own outfit became the combin-
ning performance impossible. Re- ation of today with its multiplicity 
loading was begun in the early of rings and platforms and many 
evening as soon as the rain was performances under way at the 
over and this was continued until same time. 
about 4 A. M. when the long train * * * 
pulled out. The heavy wagons sank IN RECENT YEARS THE EL-
to their axles in the mud, and imination of the street parade has 
teams of 7 and 12 horses were re- robbed the ci:rcus of one of its most 
quired to handle them. picturesque features, and the sub-
··· * * stitution of gasoline power for 
EARLY IN THEIR CAREER horsepower has also tended to re-
the Ringlings acquired the reputa- duce it to the commonplace. Or-I tion of being good, clean showmen, iginally all circuses traveled by a reputation which remained with wagon, often 8howing at places 
· them through life. Their tents, only 20 or 30 miles apart. As the 
wagons and other equipment were shows grew in size they traveled 
always in first-class condition, by train, a big show using 100 cars 
and it was a pleasure to see their or more for its transportation. The 
matched, sleek and well-trained use of the automobile and the 
horses at work. Much of the prov- building of roads on which auto-
erbial roughness of circus life was mobiles could run made for the 
eliminated from their working wider separation of show points, as 
force, and the loud-mouthed bully the modern circus can draw easily 
was not tolerated in their employ- from ter1·itory 100 ipiles distant. 
ment. The development of the automotive 
* * * industry has also tended to revive 
PURCHASE BY THE RING- the small road show, and' euch 
lings of the Barnum and Bailey shows are now often met in the 
show brought under one manage- summer on the highways, traveling 
ment the largest two circuses in under their own power and ehow-
the world. For a time tJ>.e two were Ing in the smaller towns. 
---~-~~-
t' HAVJC JUST RECEIVED A our :party was entertained at a din-
copy of the annual ·mll,il-away ~di .. ner at ·Palm Be~ch. Th~ b_oom of 
tion ot the Brandenton, (Flqrida) the early twenties was flattening __ 
Heraid,· sent, I am sure, at the· in""' out, and the prospeClts were· JlOt at-
• ta p c e of my tractive. Most of our people were 
friend. J. H. Grff.,. from the north, and the spea.lter. 
fin, who spends w.ho delivered the address of ,rel-
his winters at come saw fit to scold the entire 
Bradenton. Brad- northern population, and _the nor~~-, , 
enton is on the ern newspapers especially, for: their . 
West c o as t of alleged unfriendly attitude toward: . 
Florida, a b o u t Florida. All the northern papers, 1 • 
h a 1 f w a y be- he said, macie it a point to feature 
tween:· St. Peters-. everything of an undesirable na- z 
burg and Saraso.. ture which occurred in Jrlori.da.. · I 1 
ta, and ls In ev- * * * ~ 
ery way a d&- THE SPEAKER WHO RE- i t 
l l g h t f u 1 place~ sponded on behalf of the guests 
·The water ,of the turned the tables neatly. He dis-, ,. 
Gulf is always avowed any intent on the part of ~ 
Davlea warm and pleas- the northern people to disparage .' 
. ant for bathing, the beautiful state of FIQrlda. · 
and good· roads lead from the city "But," he said, "I notice that every I 
to all the points of interest on the newspaper in .Florida today has big , 
peninsula. black headlines across the front. 
· .· * · * * page telling : of the terrible bliz-1 
IT WAS NOT FAR FROM zards that are sweeping through 
Brandenton that I enjoy•d my only· the northern states.'' And it ·was·' 
riear~shipwre~k ~ome 10 years -ago. a, fact. I was reminded of that in- i 
Our party of about ··tOO newspaper cident when I noticed that while ' 
people wer~ going from St. Peters- The Bradenton Herald gave a . sec- · 
burg to . Sarasota, a number of ondary head to President Roose:. 
large launches being used for velt's visit to South America, its 
transportation. The. coast, like main head, in bold black letters 
most of th, c~ast o~ both sides of reads "Snow Blankets North a~ 
the peninsula; has a border of Winter Grips Region." Neverthe-
. "keys," long, narrow islands, sc;>me- lesa, Florida is a delightful state, 
times quite -close to the main land and I'm for . it. 
and 1ometi~es se-veral miles dist- · · * * * 
·a.nt. The inside passage is a deslr- C O L O NEL PA u L B LI s s, · 
able one, if you _know the way, but whose ''Spin Dance" and CICirrus 
there are innumerable shoals which ·from the West" ·wer'e reviewed in 
the pilot xnust be c&:reful to avoid. this column, has his eighth, book 
. * * * d · Hi f THE PILOT OF OUR SHIP IT of poems un er way. s ormer 
. · ' books were printed outside the 
deve~oped, was not .88 fami11ar state but he thlnka, that the time 
~Ith t~e chan~~I .aa he should have has:~oniefor a North Da~ota book 
·been, and he ran. ~s ~roun~ _on a to be made an all-North Dakota 
.sandbar. All .hands were moved .to product. In .accordance with this 
the stern of the launch,, in the hope Idea he is ~·avi~g his- latest book 
. that the g~ounde_d bow might thus printed locally on butchers' paper, 
be raised and the c~att could -be and it is to be bound by hand in 
pus~~d off. That ,~idn ~ worl_c. Then grain sacking. Bliss is assistant to 
_ we all took_ to the srnall boats, but Thomas .H. Moodie; WPA admlnfs-
. we had struck too hard fo"! that trator ·for North Dakota. 
device to work. There was nothing . 
to ·do but ·to get aboard again and * * * 
·wait for another launch to coxrle NORTH DAKOTA WINTE;RS 
and take us ~tt, and we remained are 'not ·conducive to outside build~ 
thel'e stuck fast for about · three -Ing operations, ·but tpe 'right idea 
·houra. Fortunately the weather seems · to have been struck in the 
was fine, with no wind. Because of const"ructlon of the Texaco 011 sta-
. the shallowness of the water · that tion on .Fourth street.· ·The whole 
. channel la aald . to be capable of .Premises '.ts encl(?sed •n a rough 
· becomJng a wild place with a. few board structure, made. airtight with 
minutes strong wind. tar paper. Inside the work can pro-
* *' * ceed no matter how the stor~y 
·ON THAT -WINTER'S JAUNT wln.ds do blow. 
JUST WHY SHOULD ANY- tion and production of pageants at 
one select as a business the mak- the Bankside theater, a natural 
outdoor amphitheater on the Uni-
ing of cloth pads to serve as hold- vl:!rsity campus. Dr. Koch's esti-
ers for the hot handles of laundry mate of the influence of those 
irons? There 1,3,geants on the development of t'he 
would seem to art is indicated in the following 
be no special rea- paragraphs from the current ar-
son for it, nor ticle: 
any very attrac- * * * 
tive prospect in IN 1914, AT THE UNIVERSITY 
such an occupa- of North Dakota at Grand Forks 
tion. Yet when the historic "Pageant of the North-
Samuel Rosen- west"-Dialogue, songs and music 
burg came to the -was written under my direction 
United St ates by eighteen undergraduate stu-
from Poland in dents and produced out of doors in 
1853 he started the lovely Bankside theater there. 
to make his liv- It was a thrilling adventure, en-
ing in that way, joyed by many hundreds of people. 
and from that In its unique communal method of 
starting point he authorship "A Pageant of the 
built a fine busi- Northwest" was, I think, without a 
ness in which he prospered until precedent in modern pageant-mak-
his death in New York the other ing. It was a distinct contribu-
day at the reputed age of 105. Pads tion to pageantry because it dem-
for holding irons remained his onstrated that the community, with 
specialty through . all these years. :: .:equate direction, can not only 
In the beginning his principal cus- enact in dramatic form its own 
tomers were the Chinese laundry- traditions and history, but can ac-
men in New York's Chinatown, tually create pageant literature 
but as his business grew he ship- itself-so that literary, as well as 
ped pads to all parts of the coun- histrionic art, is cultivated in the 
try. He became a man of sub- community. The work, though long 
stance and influence, known for his and hard-for the writers were 
public spirit and his philanthropies. more than nine months in collect-
He never smoked-if that interests ing the historical data and con-
anyone-but he enjoyed an occa- verting it into pageant form-was 
sional glass of Whiskey and he an altogether refreshing adventure, 
drank large quantities of milk, recalling the very beginnings of 
* * * literature in "those happy days,'' 
NORTH CAROLINA EDUCA- as Herder calls them, "when litera-
tion, a magazine devoted to the de- ture lived in the ears of the peo-
velopment and progress of educa- ple, on the lips, and in the harps 
tional work in North Carolina, has of living bards." 
an article in its November issue * * * 
entitled "Centennial Pageant Mak-· "THE SAME UNIQUE PLAN 
ing" by Dr. Frederick H. Koch, who of co-operative authorship by 
for many years has been instructor which "A Pageant of the North-
in dramatics at the University of west" was so successfully produced 
North Carolina, · and whose work in 1914 was followed in 1916 in the 
there has made him a national preparation of "Shakespeare the 
figure in that field. Playmaker," a communal masque 
* * * designed and written by a group 
THE NORTH CAROLINA EDU- of twenty students at the Univer-
cation is planning a great pag- sity of North Dakota to commem-
eant drama to be presented next orate the tercentenary of the death 
April, and Dr. Koch, stressing the of William Shakespeare. It mark-
. value of community co-operation in ed another contribution to the new 
this work, invites the participation pageantry of the people. It was 
of those interested in promoting a further development of the art 
' it. No one in the United States of writing a. community drama." 
, is better qualified than Dr. Koch * * * 
to speak of the value of this form THE MAGAZINE ARTICLE IS 
of activity. Into it he has put the illustrated with a portrait of Dr. · 
labor of many years, labor which Koch which is almost a. speaking 
has had the dynamic power of un- likeness. Dr. Koch is remembered 
quenchable enthusiasm and which here, not alone for his work in 
has been guided by the discrimin- various forms of dramatics with 
ating intelligence of sound scholar- college students, but for his an-
ship. It is with no little interest nual reading of Dickens' "Christ-
that North Dakota readers may re- mas Carol," which was one of the 
call that it was during his service outstanding events of the Christ-
as instructor in dramatics at the mas season. I hope that in his 
· University of North Dakota that present field he continues that 
his views on this subject first took splendid contribu~n to the hap-
on definite form in the prepara- piness of the sea.son. 
.. I FOUND NO PEACE" IS THE iences in finding news and ,getting 
rather mystifying title of a book it 0.11 the wire and a<Jds little to the 
by Webb Miller, famous newspa- knowledge alre·ady available con-
per correspondent, published by cerning the influences w h l ch 
Simon and Schus- brought about tbe various conflicts 
ter. When one which it was his business to eport, ' 
reads the record his story is told in a highly inter- , 
presented he will esting way, brightened here and 
be CO n Vin Ced there by bits_ of humorous descrlp- I 
that the stat&:- tion. There are some excellent par-, 
ment that the agraphs descriptive of · interviews 
writer found no with such notables as Poincare, 
peace is quite Mussolini, C 1 e m e n c e a u, Lloyd 
superfluous, for George and Gandhi. Another bit 
Miller's · profes- tells of Miller's sending informa-
sional life thu,g tion from Mexico concerning the 
f a r , h a s b e e n deplorable condition of American 
ami4 scenes of war aircraft, an exposure which 
strife and earn- created a sensation and resulted in 
age, beg Inn I n g vast improvement of the service. 
Davlea with a police job * * * 
on a C h l ca g o ONE ENTIRE CHAPTER IS 
newspaper in 1912, and carrying devoted to a statement by Roy 
him into whatever corner of the Howard, . head of the United Press, 
earth .there were battle and· sud- by which Miller was employed, tell-
den death, whether in Europe, ing the story of the '"premature 
Asia, Africa or America. Surely a armistice." Howard wired his Am-
man earnestly in search of peace erican headquarte;rs on November 
would ha v:e · chosen to look for it · 7 that the armistice had , been 
elsewhere. signed. The publication of that 
* * * story started a nation-wide cele-
WEBB MILLER WAS A MI- bration four days before the . arm-
chlgan farm- boy with a passion istice was actually signed. Howard 
for writing. He describes himself tells of the peculiar train of events 
in his youth as shy and · supersen- which led to that premature an-
sitive. He waa diffident in the nouncement. The story, he says, 
presence of strangers and the sight passing through official channels, 
of blood revolted him. He ate no has been traced to a telephone 
meat until he became a man, not message whi(?h was supposed to 
that he was influenced by consci- come from a · proper authority, but 
entious scruples or that he believ- the sender of 'that message , has 
ed meat unwholesome, but because never been identified. - Howard's 
the thought of eating the flesh of own .. opinion is that the phone 
. dead animals . disgusted him. As · ·a message was sent by some Ger-
, ·boy he· read voraciously, and the man spy in Paris, acting under or-
• one book that appealed to ·him ders, in order to create the belief 
more. than any other was a collec- that the war was ·ended, the Ger-
tion of Thoreau's es.says. The quiet man hope being that the demon-
philosophy of the New England stration of satisfaction following 
recluse appealed· to ·him as point- such an announcement would so 
'ing the way ·toward. the ideal life. impress the Allied officials that 
With that temperament and that they could not hold back from 
attitude toward life he entered agreeing to an , armistice. It is an 
. newspaper work ·and spent the interesting theory, at any rate . 
. next 24 years · Iri: -the midst of dis- * * · * 
turbance ·wherever it '·was . to be ASIDE FROM ITS DESCRIP-
found~ :troi;n· trailing Villa -'in Mexj- tion of war experiences, which are 
'co, through the ·world war arid the .well . done and ' valuable, the pa.rt 
Gandhi riots in "India . and:,. the :1ta.1- · pf the . book that interested me 
ian conquest of· Ethiopla. ,.When .iie most greatly was the first chapter 
finis~ed wrlting· the book lie start:- ip . which the writer describes his 
ed for Europe . to be re~dy
1 
for the. ·life as a ~ichigan · farm boy. The 
next war. He Is still . a disciple of picture presented ·, is 'Clear and ac-
Thoreau, and stm · he ·has found no curate, ·and I have never seen the : 
peace! farm life of that territoty and- pe-
* * * riod . better described. 'M;mer bas .. 
MR . . MILLER IS AN. ENTER- worn· out several copies of Thoreau 
talning writer, and while his bqok alid is still . s~eklng peace. M~y he 
deals chiefly with bis· own exper- find and enjoy it. 

I'VE BEEN BRUSHING UP A these is entitled "Woman Walk-
little on art. One needs to do those 'ing." The artist 1~ A:chip~~ko, of 
. whom one enthusiastic critic has 
things occasionally or he becomes said ' "fie hurls himself in pursuit 
hopelessly out of date. There was of space and undertakes to mold, 
a time when a as he would clay, pure atmos-
1 
picture was ex- phere." Nobo~y would suspect, 
pected to look without instruction, that the fig-
like the . object ure is· that of a woman, or of any-
which · it was in- thing else, which,' of course, is the 
tended to repre- essence of art. With the key sup-
sent, otherwise it plied it is possible to identify cer-
was regard~d as tain features, but the lady seems 
a poor pictu~e. I to have been involved in a bad 
can rem e m ·ber accident. Her head is split into 
that in my youth- two irregular parts, with a hole 
ful e f f o r t s at where the face might be expected. 
picture - making The artist makes a specialty of 
if . I wished . to holes. Legs, evidently of wood, are 
represent cow prominently· displayed. How the 
tied to a tree, lady could walk in that condition 
Davies the inscription of is a mystery which only modern 
the words "cow'' art can solve. 
and "tree" in appropriate places * * * 
di~ much to cla:ify th~ situation. ANOTHER NUMBER IS EN-
Without those 1dentifymg :ords titled "The Horse.'' This is by 
no one could have told the cdfer- Duc:l1amp-Villon and the figure is 
ence. said to have been 9one before the 
* * * war. Without this information I 
BECAUSE OF THAT DEFICI- should have surmis'ed that it was 
ency in the matter of identifica- done during or . immediately after· 
tion my artistic efforts failed to the war, and that the animal had 
arouse enthusiasm. Nobody ever been subjected to shell-f!re for sev-
asked me to draw a picture, and eral hours. I suppose it is the per-
my excursions into the realm of fection of art, for· close inspection 
art were conf·ined to· the black- fails to reveals anything in it even 
board when the teacher wasn't remotely resembling any part of a 
looking and to the back f ense, horse. 
which was usu·any covered with * * * 
drawings decidedly unconventional A CORRESPONDENT ASKS 
and always anonymous. for the origin of the quotation 
* * * "Great, riot like Caesar, stained 
IT APPEARS. THAT OUR CON- with blood, but . only great as I am 
· · ception of art in those days were good/' The quotation is from a 
altogether wrong. In the · light of little poem en titled ''The Infant 
our later knowledge and greater Orator," which, sixty · years ago, 
sophistication it appears .that a was one of. the most popular se .. 
picture ought not to look like any- lections to be· spoken by very juve-
thing in particular. The fact that nile speakers at school entertain-
it does-if it does-is evidence eith- ments. The smaller and younger 
er of sophomoric immaturity· or · of the speaker-a boy-the better. The 
total absence of artistic soulful- opening lines are: 
ness. ''You'd scarce · expect one of my 
* * * age 
ART, IN ITS HIGHER ALT!- ·To speak in public on the stage, 
tudes, has become co~pletely sub- But if I chance to fall below 
jective rather than ·objective, .'if Demonsthenes or Cicero, 
you get wh~t I m~an. I am not Don't view me with a critic's eye, 
quite sure, myself. And the imma- ·But pass my imperfections by." 
terialism of modern picture-mak- In an old book of mine the lines 
ing is necessarily extended into the are ascribed to one J. Everett, 
related field .of sculpture. They whom I have not ·found listed any-
are h·aving an exhibition of it in where. Thousands of small boys 
Minneapolis just now, and publish- have spoken· those lines, trembling-
ed illustrations of some of the ex- Iy and haltingly on· appearing for 
hibits are illuminating. One of the first time before an audience. 
OR WILSON M'ADOO, 
of President Wllson, Is 
gtvln o the public in a series of 
ma.gazi e articles some interesting 
1·eminiscences of 
the home life of 
the Wllsons, be-
ginning with the 
time when the 
c h i1 d r e n were 
small and the 
father was an 
unknown college 
professor, a n d 
running through 
Wilson's advance-
ment to the pres-
idency of Prince-
ton, the gover-
norship of New 
Jersey and the 
presidency ot the 
United States. The articles give 
intimate descriptions of the re-
actions of the family to the vari-
ous ch&riges which were brought 
about and to several incidents 
which have now. become historic. 
* * * OKE OF THE RECOLLEC-
tlo of this second daughter of 
the esldent are highly entertain-
ing. hus .one of her relatives was 
a owed aunt who always wore 
mou ntng and who maintained an 
air o dignified sadness. Eleanor 
lov d er aunt and admired her 
pe :t1 and determined than when 
she gr up she, too, would be a 
widow. Secretly, when there was 
oppol'tunity, she would deck her-
self out in some of her aunt's black 
and arade before · the .mirror to 
obser ·e tbe effect. 
* * * THERE IS AN INTERESTING 
account of the first meeting of 
Wilson and Bryan and of the doubt 
that was raised concernln~ their 
relations after the publication of 
Wilson's famous letter to a friend 
written several years earlier ex-
pressing the wish that some way 
could be ound to ~·knock Bryan 
into a coc ed hat." That latter 
i tled tand in the way of the 
later irtendshlp of the two , men. A 
decid 4ly human t9uch is given to 
wbat became known :as Bryan's 
peech ot al.',dlcation, in · which, aft-
er yea.rs .of truggle to attain the 
pre ldency Ile declared his support 
'Of Wilson, aylng: "The time has 
come for new era, free from 
the perltles e past." 
READIN: ~ T-1 WAS RE-
minded ·of an Incident at once im-· 
presslve and pathetic, which mark-
ed Bryan's last visit to Gr.and 
Forks. It was during that first 
llson cam~lgn, and In bis ·a~ 
d ~ t th-a a dltorlum Bry~ 
. -~ 
waa 1n ttne oratorical ':form. Tlieo-
dore :Roosevelt was campaigning 
vigorously, and with the Repu~U-
can party · divided between him 
. ·and Taft the election o~ Wllaon 
was a fore gone ~onclua~on. , an 
· confidently predicting a sweeping 
victory for Wilson, drew a picture 
of a distinguis ed.,. c01;iple (Gover-
nor and Mrs. Wllson) ,;$tttl~ a . 
thetr o l~ Jeney tSlt' el~e-
tlon i,.tgbt ltatenlng to t electlo 
-returns and being gladdened by. 
the news of state after state de-
. claring for Wilson. "And," he said, 
"on that same night_ away out on 
. the plains of Nebraska will be an-
other couple, listening with equal 
interest to the same returns, anq 
al!o rejoicing ln the triumph of a 
great cause." 
* * * EIGHTEEN YEARS EARLIER 
Bryan had first been a candidate 
tor the presidency. He had been a , 
candidate· three times, and until 
th~ campaign of 1912 he had nev-
er relinquished hope of reaching 
the desired goal. Wilson's triumph 
made the realization of that am-
bition impossible, and it must 
have been with profound emotion 
that he accepted the destiny that 
fate had decreed for him. That 
part of his address made a deep 
impression on au· who heard it, 
and I shall neve~ forget It. 
* * * . THE CRISIS THAT HAS DE-
veloped in Great Britain over the 
king's proposed marriag~ has r&-
minded me of one of the finest 
bits in that famous play 'fThe 
Squaw Man," which made its first 
appearanc& many years ago. In the 
play the hero, whose stage name I 
ha e forgotten, is first shown as 
an officer of a c"'ck British r i-
ment anct a member of an aristo-
crat! family. To save the reputa-
tion of the f.,mlly he assumes re-
sponsibillty for the 4etalcation of 
a relative, is dismisse · from the 
regiment in disgr~ce and starts 
ranching in Wyoming. 
* * * 
THERE HE MARRIES A 
young Indian girl who has saved 
his life, and a son is born to them. 
When the boy is about five years 
old the matter of the defalcation is 
cleared up and the young rancher 
ls visited by the family lawyer who 
brings him the news and asks him 
to return . and take his :proper 
place as the head of the family. 
At first the rancher ls overjoyed ;at 
this prospect an~ the~ he thinks 
of his · Indian wit e and his obliga- . 
· tion to her. He cannot take her 
into an environment in which she 
will be unhappy, and he will not ' 
leave her. 
* * FAILING TO SHAKE ........ ,·.:-,.=.,... .. 
resolution 'th laW)'er .tu n 
ten tion to th bb7.. If the 
.will not return home he t t 
least permit the boy to go, tlta.t he 
may be reared 1n a fitting man ... 
ner, but the ·father loves the boy 
and cannot let him go. Argument 
after argument proves unavailing, 
until the lawyer appeals to ht 
young friend's sense of duty. h 
young ;man has been trained to 
reverence duty, and at the sou , 
ot the word he atraJghte p, 
braces himself, and says " 
Duty! You've 1\'on." 
* * * IT MAY Bil O ECTED THAT 
that was nly ln a play. But lt la 
fortunately true that in real life 
there are those w o place duty 
above everything else, and who 
are great enough to r ounce 
whatever stands. In its way. 
/ 
EVE Ry LITTLE WHILE dlcation of King Edward, the peo-
th l l to commend the ,ple of Great Britain especially, and 
ere s occas on id lesser measure those of the 
little republic of Finland for its British dominions have good rea-
independence and integrity in mak- son to feel grateful that the crisis 
Davies 
ing prompt pay- has been passed without render-
ment of its In- Ing necessary the abandonment of 
debtedness to the plans for the coronation. Presum-
United States as ably the coronation of King George 1 
payments become will occur at about the time or-
du e. Finland's iginally set for the coronation of 
course in this King Edward. 
matter is especi- * * * 
ally noteworthy THE CORONATION IS MORE 
in view of the than a pageant with an imposing 
fact that all _the and picturesque historical back-
other war - bme ground. It is an economic event of 
borr o w e r s, no vast importance to millions of peo-
matter how great pie. Tourists from all over the 
and powerful, world have been making plans to 
have permitted attend it, and alreo.dy reserva-
themselves to be- tions have been made with the 
come delinquents. shipping companies for the trans- ! 
Finland alone, having signed on portation of many thousands of i 
the dotted line, pays regularly and them. In the work of preparation I 
promptly. for the great event every industry 
* * * in Britain has been speeded up. 
ASIDE FROM ITS RECORD IN The great spectacle in London will 
payment of debts Americans have be only one feature, but associated 
had little occasion to know much with and growing out of it there I 
about Finland, but the country is will be pageants and social gath- 1 
well worth knowing. Its existence erings in every community in the · 
a.a a separate nation in these mod- kingdom at which the participants 1
1 , ern days ls part of the aftermath will strive to appear at their best 
of the World war. Long s.n ap- in all that relates to social life. 
pendage of the Russian empire, Demands are therefore made on ' 
Finland achieved its independence the services of merchants, manu-
toward the close of the World war, facturers, laborers, everyone in or-
1 and after a few stormy years de- der to meet the requirements of 
veloped a measure O f stability the occasion for what is newest 
which has permitted a highly and most attractive. If for any , 
creditable degree of social and eco- reason the coronation had been j 
nomic improvement. canceled the whole country would 
* * * have been plunged into economic I 
•DEVOTEES OF ATHLETIC gloom as dense as the fog which 
sports have had their attention di- has recently enveloped London, and 
rected to Finland by the remark- great numbers· of British trades-
able achievements of athletes in men would have been forced into 
world-wide competition. The fuct bankruptcy. 
is less generally known that in Fin- * * * 
land the percentage of literacy is FOR THE FIRST TIME ON 
higher than in almost any other record next spring the Ringling 
country. Most of her people Brothers and Barnum and Bailey 
speak and write two l~guages, circus is to have competition as an 
and the country maintains three indoor attraction in New York 
universi~ies, 5, 0 0 0 elementary city. For many years the Big s 
schools and numerous schools for Show has opened in Madison 
special training in agriculture and Square Garden, and has enjoyed a 
other vocations. monopoly in that field in the city. 
* * * But a combination organized by 
AWAY FROM THE BEATEN former employes of the major 
lines of travel, Finland presents show is now to challenge its su-
exceptional attractions to those premacy. The Cole-Beatty circus 
tourists who are fortunate enough is to open at the Hippodrome on 
to visit it. Three-fourths of the March 18, running until April 11, 
country's area is covered by vast while the Ringling show will open 
forests of pine, spruce and birch, at the Garden about the same 
and there are more than 40,000 time. 
lakes, most of which are connect-
ed by natural streams _ or canals, 
forming a vast naturai waterway 
of great variety and beauty. 
* * * THE KING HAS QUIT. LONG 
live the king! 
* * * REGARDLESS OF WHAT 
their feelings may be concerning 
the events which led up to the ab-
* * * ONE OF THE ORGANIZERS 
of the new combination is Clyde 
Beatty, whose animal act was for 
several years one of the features 
of the Ringling show. There is no 
Cole in the combination, that name 
having inherited from former out-
fits but the two men who control 
the' Cole title are former Ringling 
employ es. 

BE SOME TIME BJt. 
etur.n to my native land,'' 
d Edward In bidding farewell to 
a lt dom. While there has been 
no parliamentary 
edict exiling him, 
his absence was 
undoubtedly de-
cided on by hitn-
self and the min-
sters ~s being 
best for his own 
peace of · mind 
and the tranquil-
ity ot coun-
try. His presence 
in Eng I and 
would have serv-
ed continually to 
incite controver 
sy and provoke ; 
unfortunate ex 
tions of partisanship. More 
a century ago another emi-
nent Briton exiled himself, and 
while the cir m tances are quite 
different, y o 'fl farewell as given 
in ~ Ir tq. of ''Cliilde Har-
old" alled by the departure 
o t DI, secretly, at night, 
own destination. The 
and last stanzas of Byron's 
11 read: 
* * * eu, adieu! my native shore 
ades o'er the waters blue; 
he lght-winds sigh, the breakers 
roar, 
And hrieks the wild sea-new. 
on sun that sets upon the sea 
We follow in his flight: 
F ewell awhile to him and thee, 
Ky ative land-Good Night! 
* * With thee, my bark, I'll swiftl 
8 
Athwart the oaming brine· 
Nor care what land thou bear'st 
me to, 
o not again ~ mine. 
Welcome, Welcome, ye dark blue 
waves! 
And when you fail my sight 
Welcome, ye deserts, and ye ca;es! 
M;y native land-Good Night. 
* * * HE DOINGS OF ROYALTY 
h~ e received more attention in 
t is country ot late than has been 
en them for a long time, and 
any incidents and practices have 
~een humed from old records. It 
1s recorded, for instance, that in 
1842 Queen Victoria took her first 
railway journey, an adventure 
which m st have been as thrilling 
as an airplane flight 30 years ago. 
The master of horse, whose duty 
it was to provide horses for the 
queen's journey by road, resented 
his innovation as an interference 
with hts prerogatives. He marched 
into the tatlon several hours be-
fore the start to inspect the engine, 
as he would have inspected a 
steed, and the quee}l's coachman 
suggested that Jie mount the en-
gine and at least make believe to 
drive it. The irate official cotn-
Jrem e4 by mounting · t pilot 
e n which was to precede the . 
royal train and riding on that. On 
the journey his scarlet unlf orm, 
wig and llite gloves suffered 
Jreatly, . becoming covered with 
9-t 8.1ld Clpdets, and thereafter 
e s conte~t to wa _:ye his rlJhte. 
* * * AFTER THE QUEEN'S MAR-
rie:ge to Prince Albert the prince 
undertook to simplify some of the 
archaic practices which had gov-
erned the domestic arrangements 
at the castle. The royal residence 
~nd grounds has been under the 
control of four different officials, 
the lord chamberlain, the lord 
teward, the master of horse and 
the com.missioners of woods and 
fores~. Concerning the effect of 
this arrangement Baron Stock-
mar wrote: 
* * * 
"THE LORD STEWARD FINDS 
the fuel and Jays the . fire; the lord 
chamberlain lights it. 'rhe lord 
chamberlain provides the lamps; 
th: lord steward must clean, trim 
an light them. The inside clean-
inJ of the windows belongs to the 
lo chamberlain's department, but 
th .outer parts must be attended 
to by the office of woods and for-
esti, so that windows remain dirty 
unless the two departments . can 
come to an understanding.'' 
* * • IN 1842 'tliERE WERE SPLEN-
did f etes In honor of the king of 
Prussia, great-uncle of the late 
Kaiser, who held the infant prince 
of Wales, afterward Edward VII, 
at the font during his baptism. 
Among other things there was a 
fancy dress ball at which the 
prince consort appeared costumed 
as King Edward III, the young· 
queen as Queen PhiUppa and the 
gentlemen of the court as knigltts 
of Poltiers. That threatened to 
create an "incident'' between Brit-
ain and France, f br the French 
did not care to be reminded of 
Poitiers, where t · eir ancestors had 
been. signally deteate~ by the for-
ces of Edward and his son the 
Black Prince. They regarded the 
· ball as an unfriendly gesture, and 
it was propo~ed that a counter 
demonstration be held in Paris in 
the form of another ball with the 
duke of Orleans impersonating 
William the Conqueror. 
"* * * I REMEMBER THAT LONG 
ago I told of a massive silver com-
munion servic93 an a Ia,rge lp 
Bible which are jealou ly preserv-
ed at a Mohawk church and I - y 
di~ institute near m'Y home town, m 
Grp,ntford, Ontario, but the ta 
wlll perhaps bear repe tion 
view of the events of th 
week . . Sometime during her re 
Queen Anne gave the comtl.Htnlt~l: 
set and Bible to an Indian church 
in the state of New York. During 
the Revolutionary war the Mo-
hawks, being partisans of the 
British, feared the loss of these 
relics and buried them. Attet the' 
war they were resurrected, as 
the New York church had been 
disbande.d, they .Ytere given to the 
little church at Brantford, about 
the close of the 18th century. There 
they have since remained. 
* * * SPECIAL INTEREST A'D-
taches to the Bible, for on one fly ... 
leaf there q,re p r: onal gna-
tures of Edw d, ri ce of W. es. 
lat r Edward \TI , King George 
an Queen M ry, then duke and 
dueness Of York, and Edward, 
prince of Wales, who ecently a~ 
, dicated as KJng Edward VIII. The 
youn, prince told the matron of 
t e nstit te th he be ieve at 
sheet of ~per to be he only o 
in the '1'0 ld containing the per-
sonal si atures of hi grandfath• f 
er, his fath , hla mother and him- f 
self. What ould that be worth to 
a collector? 
# ON DECEMBER 8 A RESOLU- the fact that when Freedn$,n's 
tlon intr9duc~d in ·the city council llult for $250,000 against Eddie 
of lfftchener Ontario . pledged .Cantor was abo':1t to be called for 
• ' trial, the plaintiff's attorney rose 
anew the fealty. of the council and and said to the court: "I •am sorry 
the city to King to inform the court that Mr. Freed-
E d w a r d VIII.· man is dead." Freedman · had just 
One alderman in been found dead in his bed from 
supporting· t h e- heart failure. · 
resolution, s a i d • * * 
"We thought he THE STORY OF FREEDMAN'S : 
was a fine fel- rise to fame and fortune 'reads like = 
low a year ago. a fairy tale. The son of an impov-
If he wants to erishew Rum an i an newspaper 
get married, that writer, he came with his family to 
is his business.·· New York when bu~ a year old. ; 
Action on the His father achieved some promin- · 
resolution w a s ence as a writer for Jewish 1angu- · 
discreetly defer- age publications and was able to . 
r e d "u n t i 1 a send the boy through high school ! 
more s u i t a b l e and college. There David made a 
Davies time presents it- good record, and in college he won 
self." Two days his Phi Beta Kappa key. After ex-
later Edward abdicated. perimenting with various occupa- '. 
* * * tions he managed to sell a humor-
KITCHENER IS A CITY OF ous skit to a mag~zine and there-
about 30,000, the county s~at of .after he devoted himself to hull}-
Waterloo county. Until the World or o us writing, specializing in 
war its name was Berlin. Among "gags'' which he sold to &tage and 
the early settlers of that county radio performers. His output was 
G e r m an families predominated. enormous and it found a ready 
Quite naturally they gave to their market and Freedman became a 
county and its villages names rich man. He and Cantor became ! 
reminescent of German history or business associates, and it was out j 
places. Waterloo is Belgian, but it of that association that Freedman's 1 
·Was at Waterloo that Prussian sol- suit against Cantor grew. 
dlers assisted in Napoleon's tragic * * * 
defeat. The embryo county seat be- TaE REPUBLIC OF CHILE 
came Berlin, and so on. The in- placed on exhibition in New York 
habitants were sfurdy, thrifty peo- a large display of Chilean products 
ple and excellent citizens. When as a means to promoting trade 
the war came, as a gesture of loy- with the United States. Among the 
alty to their adopted country, th~y exhibits sent were several cases of 
changed the name of their county Chilean plants. The customs in-
seat to . Kitchener. The city is a spectors at New York viewed them 
l)rosperous one, the center of a with suspicion because there are 
rich agricultural district and the rigid laws relating to 'the tmporta-
seat of a number of manufactures. tion of plants, intended to prevent 
* * * the introduction of foreign plant . 
A CONSTITUTIONAL QUES- diseases. The Chilean consul tried 
tion not related to the recent in every way possible to have the 
tral)sfer of royalty has arisen in plants inspected, certified and re-
Canada. Manitoba authorities have leased, but he was shunte<t, from. 
given notice that a tax of $1.20 a one office to another until the 
case will be imposed on all beer plants were all dried µp,. Now he 
brought into Manitoba from other tnust ship the withered remnants 
provinces. Outside brewers . have back home, for · the law prohibits 
protested that it is contrary to the their destruction here. Therefore 
spirit . of the constitution for one those boxes, containing only a few 
province to levy duties on imports handfuls of what were o~ce plants, 
from another, and a very pretty and on their way back .. to the 
la wsult seems to be in the mak- country of their origin. 
ing. As an immediate measure of * * * 
retaliation some of the outside PERSONS WHO HAVE TROU-
brewing companies threaten to ble in obtaining sauerkraut or the 
boycott Manitoba barley. juice therefrom may be interested 
* * * in the statement just made by the 
WHEN YOU . LAUGH AT A president of the Nation~l Kra~t 
joke by your favorite radio com- Producers' association that the 
edian it is not at all unlikely that pack of kraut · this year ls. only 
you will be listening to a joke about half the normal, and is the 
ltten by David Friedman and smallest for 20 years. The supply 
bought by your comedian from on hand is estimated at 68 per cent 
him, for Freedman made a bust- of that a year ago and 49 per cent 
ness of writing jokes and selling of the supply of the preceding 
them, and lie · has a large cllentele. year, when a record pack .:was 
There was a sort of gri~ humor In niade. 
..... TH.lil P RE S S . DISPATCHES rent interest before th~re was any 
have tolq. of the loss sustained by thought of Edward's abdication. 
British business people through ·There are charming pictures of the' 
the substitution of one king for two girls, Elizabeth, now heiress to 1 
another as the the throne, and Margaret, who still I 
chief figure i~ calls he·r elder sister ''Lilibet." I 
t h e coronation * * * 
which is to be THE TEXT OF THE SUPPLE-
held next May. ment is devoted to the home life of 
Cancella t i o n of the children and to their training 
the coronation al- in Scottish habits of thrift by their .
1 together w O u 1 d mother. The girls are taught to be Ii av e amounted careful of their clothes and to 
to a national cal- make th~m last as long as possibie., 
amity because of Although they prefer to go bare-
t h i s f e a t u r e headed they usually wear hats ' 
alone. As it is, when on the street. When they 1 
w hi 1 e the loss were permitted to go abroad with-
will be consider- out headgear the hat industry suf-
able there will f ered, and their mother therefore 
be ~ome salvage. decided that th, girls should wear 
Millions of yards hats. ' 
, of fabrics which have been woven, * * 
or for which preparations have A CORRESPONDENT ASKS I 
been made, to supply the corona- for the rest of t.t1~ verses beginning 
tion trade will serve as well as if "You'd scarce expect one of my 
there h~d been no change in the age,'' writing: "That was my first 
progratnj and. this is true of many recitation in public, and I remem-
of the purely ornamental things ber how I trembled as I spoke the 
which bear to special reference to words. I had forgotten most of the 
either Edward or George. lines, but the part that you quofea 
* * * came back to me. Won't you pub-
TH E RE IS AN IMMENSE lish the rest? I want it for my 
quantity of material, however, scrap book." 
which must be junked. Chinaware, * * * 
silverware, and a great quantity of THE SELECTION · IS NOT 
cheap decorative material stamped very long, and here it is: 
with the name or the likeness of * * * 
King Edward must go into the TlIE INFANT ORATOR. 
melting pot or the junk pile. Some You'd scarce expect one of my age 
of this material may be put on the To speak in public on the stage; 
market at bargain prices, to be And if I chance to fall below 
bought and kept as souvenirs of a Detnosthenes or Cicero, 
unique passage in British history, Don't view me with a critic's eye, 
but the sum realized from such But pass my imperfections by. 
sales will be small ~n comparison Large streams from little foun-
with the anticipated returns. The tains flow; 
empire may be able to tighten up Tall oakes from little acorns grow; 
its political bohds, but tradesmen And though I now am small and 
must write off a lot of loss in red young, 
ink. Of judgment weak and feeble 
I * * · * tongue, 
AMERICAN TRADE IS NOT Yet all great learned men, like me 
likely to share in much of this Once learned to read their A, B, C. 
loss, although o·n this side there But why may not Victoria's reign 
has been' a looking forward to the Bring back the good old days 
coronation as a gala event of un- again; 
usual significance. One of the Exceed what Greece and Rome 
January magazines has in antici- have done, 
pation of the coronation a fine Or any land beneath the sun? 
full-page picture in ·Color of King Or, where's the town, go far and 
Edward in uniform, surrounded by near, 
emblems of office and pictures of That does not find a rival here? 
historic objects that are used in Or where's the boy, but three feet 
the coronation ceremony. high, 
* * * Who's made improvements more I 
A FRIEND HAS JUST PASSED than I? 
on to me for inspection a little pie- These thoughts inspire my youth-, 
ture supplement issued by · a Brit- ful mind I 
ish magazine devoted to the two To be the greatest of mankind; 
princesses, daughters of the new Great, not like Caesar, stained j 
Ling and queen. The supplement with blood, 
was published as a matter of cur- But only great as I am · good. I 
ONE OF ' THE PLEASANT grandson of President Wllliam ! 
things . about the Ch~istmas season Henry · Harrison, the hero -of · Tip- 1 
is the music that is associated with pecanoe, ·whose father, Benjamin 
Harrison, was a signer of the Dec-
especially the singing of Christ- la.ration of Independence and a 
mas music. Grand member of the Continental con-
Forks is especial- gress. The activity of the Harri-
Iy fav.ored in this son family in public affairs was 
respect. In all not confined to this continent, for , 
the public schools the signer of the ·Declaration is 
the pupils have said to have been a descendant of 1 
been trained in the General Harrison who, as 1 
chorus . sing 1~, .Cromwell's right-hand man, com-
and their re d1.. mantled the soldiers by whose aid 
tion of appropri- Cromwell expelled from the house 
ate ~elections has the members of the Long Parlia-
been pleasant and ment. 
beneficial both to * * · * 
themselves and to R U S S E LL B . . ; -HARRISON 
SC h O O l patrons never became a national figure. A 
who have heard young man when ·his - father was 
Davies them sing. Last elected president, .he gave ·slier-1 
Sunday's program man capable service in the treas-
under the auspices of the Shrine ury , department, and for several 
1 was one of the outstanding events years he operated a newspaper at i 
of the sea.son, and it is to be fol- Helena, Montana. At about the 1 
lowed by another . Sunqay program age of 30 he undertook the study . 
arran.~ed by the Community Music of law, and he spent the rest of l 
association. his life in the practice of his pro- I 
* · * * f ession. He served in both branch- ! 
ON WEDNESDAY 1TWO OF es of the Indiana legislature, and 
the service clubs heard · a splen- he seems to have been a solid, 
did program given by the -· Unlver .. substantial citizen and a credit to . 
sity Madrigal club under the dlrec- his family. I 
tion of H. C. Rowland, and .similar * * * 
programs have been given or are IF ANY YOUNG MAN WISHES 
to be given in all the schools and to make his best girl a present 
at , the hospitals and the Home for of a watch for Christmas it may ; 
the Aged. The pleasure which be the prudent thing for him to 
these programs have given to those deliver it in person, or .at least ! 
who heard them can scarcely be see that it is not running when 
overestimated, and it would be dif· it is delivered. A New York tnan 
ficult to overestimate their value was called to the phone the other 
to the ,young singers themselves. evening and a voice which he did 
In the training which is given them . not recognize told him that a pack-
these young people learn the value, age had been left on the front 
of discipline, and they learn, too, porch. On the porch he found a 
something of the dign~ty that there little package from which came a 
is in real music. This community, faint sound, "tick, tick." He had 
and other communities into which heard of bombs, · and to be on the 
this ,glorious message of 'song is safe side he threw the package 
carried are rece·iving at ·this sea- into a mud puddle in the yard. 
, son one of the most precious of Next · morning he called the police 
Christmas gifts. and an officer came and gingerly 
· * * * lifted the package from the mud.· 
S ME ATTENTION HAS BEEN The ticking· was -still heard. The 
. given of late to the genealogy of cop placed the package in a pail 
British kings. In this . country of.. of water, and after a while the 
ficial · position does not go by in- ticking ceased. When the pack-
. heritance, but there are American age was opened it was found to 
, families whose members, genera- contain a wrist watch for the 
tion after generation, have achiev- daughter of the family from her 
ed a certain prominence. : Thus boy friend. 
Russell B. Harrison, who died a · * * · * 
few days ago in Indianapolis at A BOOK REVIEWER, DE .. 
the age of 82, came , of · a family scribing the precise method of 
several of whose members in dif- composition followed by 
I 
George 
ferent generations had , been con· Moore, wrote: •'He wrote always 
spicuous in public life. · with the complete work in his 
. * * * mind, but with the immediate 
RUSSELL B. HARRISON WAS page his first consideration.'' Not 
the son of . President Benjamin a bad method to apply to any ac-
Harrison, who, in turn, was the tivity. 
A FEW D A Y S AGO THE to that in my experience -was 
wires brought news of the death while driving through the Adiron-
in a Great Falls Montana . hospi- dacks in 1935, when clouds rolling 
tal, of Richard 'n. Benn~tt, pio- -~ver the mountains obscured the 
neer North Da- road from time to time. On one 
k O t a, attorney other o_ccasion I became lost in a · 
and one of the fog while searching or the cows 
f e w surviving one morning in the home pasture. ' 
members ot the Barefooted, I had gone as usual in 
N O r t h Dakota the early morning to . bring the 
, consti tut i O n a 1 cow~ t? the barn~ard for milking. 
convention Mr While it was possible to see a few 
Bennett ·w a 8 yards, when I got well into the born in 1851 at past~re everything looked alike, 
Rewnfre, Ontar- and m a few ~om~nts I ha(l lost 
io, and in 1878 he 8:11 sense of direction. I couldn't 
came to Grand f md the cows, no~ could I find my 
Forks and start- ;-ay ~ack. I remamed lost until the 
ed studying law og hfted. 
in the office of * * * 
George H. Walsh. A LONDON FOG, I AM TOLD, 
He was a mem- is never pleasant, but I have al-
ber of the city council from 1882 ways had a strong desire to $ee 
to 1888, and· he was elected pro- one-just one-and a really good 
bate judge (now county judge) in one. Friends who llave been caught 
1886 and 1888. in them say that the comparison to 
Davies 
* * * pea-soup is an apt one, but the fog 
IN 1889 MR. BENNETT SJPRV- seems palpable as well . as opaque. 
ed as a member of the constitu- Fog is often encountered at sea 
tional convention, and in that and on the .Great Lakes. Many 
body he was chairman of the com- years ago, in going down lake Su-
mittee on municipal corporations perior, we passed for many hours 
and · an active participant in the through a fog which, while not 
debates on the convention floor. dense, obscured vision greatly, and 
So far as can be ascertained only our fog .. horn kept sounding its 
four of the members of that con- mournful note at regular intervals. 
vention are now living. They are Suddenly, out of the mist, came 
William Budge, who moved some the sound of a bell. Coming from 
years ago from Grand Forks to nothing ·visible it had an eerie 
Medford, Oregon, and has since sound. Then, just a little distance 
lived in California, F. B. Fancher, to our left appeared the ghostly 
later governor o:f North Dakota vision of a sailing vessel, with all 
and E. W. Camp, both of whom sails set, her outline and that of 
are now living in Los Angeles, and her sails and rigging j·ust dimly 
Horace M. Clark, of New Rock- discernable. In a moment she was 
ford, N. D." Richard Bennett mov- gone, ·and her bell tolled more and 
ed to Great Falls in 1903 and prac- more faintly until the sounds were 
ticed law there until he retired in lost in the distance. It made one 
1928. think of the Flying Dutchman and 
* * * other ghost ships the stories of 
~OG IS NOT AN UNUSUAL which make one's flesh creep. 
thing in this territory, although it * * * 
is rather late in winter. But I have CHORAL MUSIC IN WEST-
never seen a more dense fog any- minster Abbey is being sung to the 
where than that which enveloped accompaniment of a piano. The or-
Grand Forks on Wednesday eve- gan la being tuned and repaired 
ning. One feature not usually seen for the coronation. 
was that the fog came in waves, * * * 
its denser bodies moving quite vi&- THE ANNOUNCEMENT COM-
ibly from the southeast. Driving ing from the University of Alberta 
home shortly I before 10 P. M. I of the development of a new strain 
was obliged to stop when within of wheat which is drouth resJstant '., 
two or three ·blocks of home, be- and In large measure resistant to 
cause even the front of my own heat waves is a matter of interest 
car was no longer visible. The rest to all the hard wheat territory. 
of the journey was made with one While visionaries have been fool-
p~raon driving at a snail's pace ing with schemes to provide people 
while another walked ahead to with wealth without effort, science 
make sure there were no parked has been working slowly and pa-
. cars in the way. tiently to enable man to content 
* ·* * successfully with the unfavorable 
THE NEAREST APPROACH aspects of nature. 
IS THERE A SANTA CLAUS? there were no Virglnias. There 
In the life of every child in would be no child-like faith then, 
. no poetry, no romance to make 
Cliristendo~ there co~es a time tolerable this existence. We should 
when that' question demands an have no enjoyment, except in 
Davies 
answer, a.nd the sense and sight. The eternal light 
an s w e r m a Y with which childhood fills the 
bring to the child world would be extinguished. 
the shock of sad * * * 
disillusionment ''NOT BELIEVE IN SANTA 
or the strength- Claus! You might as well not be· 
ening and blos- ve in ·fairies! You might get 
soming of faith. your papa to hire men to watch 
Twenty - nine in all the chimneys on Christmas 
years ago little eve to catch Santa Claus, but even 
Virginia O'Han- if they did not see Santa Claus 
Ion, an 8-year old coming down, what . would that 
girl, puzzled and prove? Nobody sees San~a Claus, 
perplexed, wrote but that is no sign that there is no 
to the editor of Santa Claus. The most real things 
The New York in the world are those that neith-
Sun the follow- er children nor men can see. Did.-
ing letter: you ever see fairies dancing on the· 
* · * ~ lawn? Of course not, but . that's no 
"DEAR EDITOR: - I AM 8 proof that they are not there. No-
years old. Some of my little friends I body can conceive or imagine all 
say there is no Santa Claus. Papa the wonders there are unseen and 
says 'If you see it in the Sun it's unseeable in the world. 
so.' Please tell me the truth, is * * * 
there a Santa Claus?'' "YOU TE A,R APART THE 
Virginia O'Hanlon. baby's rattle and see what makes 
the noise inside, but there· is a veil 
The editor turned the letter over covering the unseen world which 
to his assistant, Francis ~- Church, not the strongest man, not even 
and asked him to answer it. Church the united strength of all the 
is said to have been n~t very en- strongest men that ever liv~d, 
thusiastic over the ass1gm.nent at could tear apart. Only faith, p6et-
firs1:, but presently he got mto the ry, love, romance, can push aside 
spirit of it a?d wrote the. follo~- that curtain and view and picture 
,ing :reply, which was pubhshed m the supernal beauty and glory be-
The Sun on Septemb~r 2~, 1897, yond. Is it all real? Ah, Virginia, 
and wliose re.publication m this in all this· world there is nothing 
column has become an annual else real and abiding. . I 
event: * * * 
* * * "NO SANTA CLAUS! THANK 
"VIRGINIA, Y O UR LITTLE God! he lives, and he lives . forev-
friends are wrong. They have been er. A thousand years . from now, 
affected by the skepticism of a Virginia, no, ten thousand times 
skeptical age. They do not believe ten thousand years from now, he 
except they see. They think that will continue to make glad the 
nothing can be which ~s not com- heart of childhood." 
prehensible by their little minds. * * ·* , , 
All minds, Virginia, whether they TO WHICH I APPEND, . THE· 
·be men's or children's, are little. I~ comment made in former years: · 
this great universe of ours man is What an answer! It brushes 
' but a mere insect, an ant, in his aside the inconsequential fictions 1 
intellect, as compared with the ot materialism and goes right to 
boundless world about him, as the heart of the subject. Like a 
measured by _the intelligence cap- fresh, clean breeze, it dissipates 
able of grasping the whole of truth the mists of misunderstanding and 
and knowledge. permits th.e truth · to shine forth, 
* * * clear and distinct. It gives faith 
''YES, VIRGINIA, THERE IS A something on which it can take 
Santa ·Claus. He exists as certain"". hol~ and ~iscloses to us a meaning 
ly as· love and generosity and de-: jp. life ·Independent of the ·, tra~ 
votion exist, and you know that pings in ~hich ·we sometimes dress 
they abound and give to your it up. It shows the perplexed par-
life its highest beauty and jo~ ent , a way in which childish ques-
Alas! how dreary would be the tions may be answered, and it may 
world if . there were no Santa help to clear away some of the dif-
Claus! It would ·be as dreary as if ficulties of the parent himself. 
1 A RATHER· NOVEL "OPEN matter of fact, conservations agree ; -
housen is scheduled for the vicin- the cutting of Christmas trees '. 
ity of Hettinger, N. Dak., , early in helps, rather than harms, the , for- 1 
January-novel because the house ests. Tr'ees of a size suitable for ! 
· inv;olved is made Yuletide purposes : are regarded as i 
of rammed earth. undergrowth w h i c h s a p s the ' 
I' have an invita- strength from more hardy speci- , 
tion from Colon- mens and retards their growth. In 
el and Mrs. Paul stands of marketable timber this 
S. Bliss, owners undergrowth w o u 1 d have to be 
of the house, to cleared out' anyway. Incidentally, i 
attend "the of- a great number of the Christmas ; 
f i c i a 1 house- trees used in the United States : 
warming of North come. from Canada. One source re- i 
Dakota's first all ports that 4,000,000 Christmas trees 
fire proof, ram- have been shipped this year ,from 
med e a r t h Canada to the United States, New 
Davies 
ho us e." T h e York alone getting 850,000 of them; · 
house is located * * * 
on their ranch- AND SPEAKING OF CHRIST.;. 
the Scoria Lily- mas, Santa Claus might use his in-
12 miles east of flence with the weather man to . 
Hettinger, in Adams county. It. obtain for us a nice, three or four ! 
was built, the invitation says, "in inch covering of clean snow to 
the interest of better housing for help the Christma.s setting. 1 The ; 
man, beast and machine on farms." recent dust storm ruined what lit- ! 
The house-warming is set for Sat- tie snow we h .d. 
urday and Sunday, J~nuary 2 and * * * 
3, with a special showing of movies WHILE A FLICKERING CAN· I 
in Hettinger the first day depict- die· on a Christmas tree was one· 
ing the progress of construction of my childhood delights, it is i 
of the building. well for the children of today that ·1 
* * * the ''safe and sane" electric light 
COLONEL B Lt S S IS WELL has replaced the tallow candle. In 
known in Grand Forks, where he earlier years, news reports the day l 
has appeared sever~! t i m e s in after Christmas always reported a I 
connection with' his work with the considerable death toll in fires re-
1 WPA. His official office is at sulting from lighted candles pn 1 
Bismarck, but s~ce September 7, trees; nowadays, such a report is ! 
1936, when he started work on a rarity. One of the last serious I 
the rammed earth house, he has disasters from that source was the 1 
found time to supervise the con- Calumet, Mich., school party fire, t 
struction. He has told me that it when more than a score of little i 
was '-Constructed at a very reason- children were burned or trampled 
able cost, and he belieyes this sort to death when . candles fired a ' 
of building may have a real in- Christmas tree. That was 21 or 22 
areas where . it is difficult to ob- * * * · 
fluence on future :farm . building in years ago. I 
tain lumber at a reasonable price, A illTTLE FRIEND E,:AS ASK-
or where the price is not available. ed me to publish again . the poem· 
* * ' * so dear to children - . "'Twas the 
FROM, TIME , TO TIME COM- Night Before Christmas." And, in 
ment is heard· about "the terrible accordance with my long estab-
\ raid on forests" , in connection with Ii shed custom, It will appear in 
.supplying enough Christmas trees this column on Thursday-Christ-
to go around each year. As a mas Eve. 
P~R¥APS THE OUTSTAND- through :flnancial aid for the cause. 
ing organization job of dis.seminat- These contributions are the only 
ing Christmas cheer to under- source of .Income, and while the 
privileged boys and girls of Grand Santa Claus Girls do much of. the I 
. Forks is per- work themselves. in preparing gifts, 
formed ·by the the average necessary cash outla~" 
Santa Claus Girls, is one dollar a child-certainly a 
an organization "good buy" when one measures the 
sponsored by the ha:Apiness each dollar ·prings. For 
Herald and cQm- par tits whose children will have 
posed largely of ~m le eyidence . of . a '·visit f.rom 
the, y~ung mat- Sa ta Claus on Christmas Eve or 
rons of G and C;ti istmas morn, it is a sour~e of 
Forks. The mem- gra: iflcation to know that in \he 
bers of . the o·r- les privileged homes their · wiU be 
ganization give Ch istmas joy, too, du~ to the ac- . · 
freely of their Uvities of the Santa Clau~; Girls~ . 
ttme from Sep- And so, in the ·words · of Tiny Tim, 
t e.m be r u n ti 1 let us say: ·"God bless them, every· 
Christmas Day, one." 
meeting once each * * * 
week to prepate OUR SPRING-LIKE WEATH-
Christmas gifts for some 700 boys er of recent weeks, particularly 
and girls whose Christmas without the · past few days, has led growing 
this work mlgh~ be indeed an emp- things astray. There .is· evidence 
ty one. of this in· the budding poplar tree · 
Davies 
* * * branches brought to our desk by 
THERE IS NO 'THOUGHT TO Mrs. Mary NorU1an, . ' 310 _Lincoln 
detract in any way from the work avenue, East Grand Forks. The 
done by many other worthy or:- branches, heavily loaded with fat, 
ganlzations at Christmas time.· We bur.sting buds, were ta!-cen by Mrs. 
· know of the special efforts put Norman from a tree near Grand 
forth at this .time by the Salvation Forks, in a spot not particularly 
Army, fraternal organizations, sheltered. This may have some sig-
, churche.s, parent and teachers niftcance in forecasting weather 
groups ,and many ·other organiza:- conditions for the rest of the wln-
tions. But no organization makes ter, but I am not qualified to ··de .. 
so thorough · a search for under- duce it. · · 
,privileged children as does · the * * * 
Sant$: Claus Girls club. This group OPPORTUNITY FOR . YOUNG 
,has accepted the responslbillty of men and women may not exist to-
bringing some measure of happi- day on a basis comparable to that 
l-..!SS to underprivileged children of .25 or 50 years ago-at least, ·so 
on Christmas morning without en- I have been told-but there is 
croa'Ching in any way on the work something to think about in the 
done by other organizations. discovery by two undergraduates 
* * * at Macalester college in St. Paul 
AN OPPORTUNITY TO VIEW .of a formula for extracting explo-
, the vast amount of gifts, candy, sive gas from clover. Experiment-
etc., prepared for distribution by ing in . the Maca.le.ster college chem-
A· the Santa Claus Girls gave me ical laboratory several months ago, 
some idea of the task involved. All .Harry · Ohlgren and William H. 
through the fall the work of· plan- Mahle blew up the equipment as 
ning and preparlng for .the Christ- a result of som,e work with a 
mas distribution goes on, with basketfµl of clover. Realizing the 
members of the group finding full explosion had been caused by ,some 
reward .in their work in the. pleas- kind of gas they repeated their ·· 
ure their efforts mean for the many previous experiment · and found 
children whose · Christmas morn- they had happened upon a process 
fng . might othe.rwise be a dreary which not · only extracts .gas . from 
affair. A useful . gift, a toy and clover, wood ~nd . c.e.Il_ulose mate-
candy· ·go to each · b()y and girl,. ~nd rials, ,but . also .t:r:iples. · the 'amount . 
· to hundreds, of them, · the Santa _of gas . that can be taken from , 
Claus Girls mean Santa Claus. coal. Scientists all over the world 
· · * * * have shown a ' ,deep interest in the 
THERE IS ANOTHER ,HAPPY discovery, arid Ohlgren and Mahle 
angle iri this charitable venture, recently turned down a~ offer of 
too, and that is the opportunity a quarter of .a million dollars for 
afforded everyone to participate their patent. · 
INNUMERABLE TRAI?ITJ;ONS during the Christ~as season, and' ers they flew, 
and customs have become associat- here it is again: With , the sleigh full of toys, and 
* * * St. Nicholas, too. 
ed with Christmas day and the THE N GHT BEFORE CHRIST- And th . t . kli I h d 
Ohrlstmas season. Many of them I MAS 0 :nth
1
: r~of wm ng ear 
are directly re- • . Th · d · f h 
1 ate d to the 'Twas .the night before Christmas, e p~atncmg an pawmg o eac Christian faith, when all through the house ht le hoof. 
while others are Not a creature was stirring, not As I drew in my head and was : 
of pagan origin. even a mouse; turning around, 
In many · cases The stockings were hung by the Down the chimney St. Nicholas 
ancient P a g an chimney with care, came with a bound. 
forms, many of In hopes that St. Nicholas soon He was dressed all in fur from his 
them beaut~ful would be there. head to his foot, 
and impressive, 
have been re- The childre.n were nestled all snug And his clothes were all tarnished 
tained and given in their beds, with ashes and soot; 
new significance While visions _ of sugar-plums A bundle of toys he had flung on 
his ·back, by having im- danced in their heads; 
planted in them And mamma in her 1:terchief and And he looked like a peddler j_ust 
· opening his pack; 
elements derived I in my cap, H. th t 1 kl d h" from the story of Had just settled our brains for a is eyes, how ey w n e ; 18 
Davies Jesus. Without long winter's nap- dimples how merry! 
t h e s e traditions and customs When out on the lawn there arose His cheeks were like · roses, his 
nose like a cherry; Christmas would lose much of its such a clatter, His droll iittle mouth was drawn 
_flavor. With the day we associate I sprang from my bed to see what up like a bow, 
the Christmas tree and the Christ- was the matter. And the beard on his chin was as 
mas candle, holly and mistletoe, Away to the window I flew like a white as the snow. 
the ringing of bells and the sing- flash, 
ing of carols, and there is a great Tore open the shutters and threw The stump of a pipe he held tight 
multitude to whom the Christmas up the sash. in his teeth, I I 
season would not be qune com- The moon on the breast of the And the smoke it encircled his 
plete without the opportunity to new:..fallen snow head like a wreath. 
read or hear read that famous old Gave a lustre of midday to objects He had a broad face and a little 
poem "The -Night Before Christ- below; round belly · 
mas." · When what to my wondering eyes That shook when he laughed like 
* * * should appear, a bowl full of jelly . 
. THE AUTHOR OF THE POEM, But a miniature sleigh and eight He was chubby and plump-a right 
'Clement Clark Moore, was born in _ . tiny reindeer. jolly old elf; 
New York in 1779 and died '-t With a little old driver so lively And I laughed when I saw hil'.Il, In 
Newport, R. I., in 1863. He was and quick spite of myself. 
graduated from Columbia in '1804, I knew in a moment it must be St. A wink of his eye and twist of 
, and for 25 years served as a pro· Nick. his head 
fessor · in New York General Theo- .. Soon gave me to know there was 
logical seminary, occupying the More rapid than eagles his cours- nothing to dread. 
1 
chair of Biblical !Aarning and . ers they came, He spoke not a word, but went 
later · changing to that of ·oriental And he whistled and shouted and straight to his work, 
and Greek Literature He publish· called them by nam~. And filled all the stockings, then 
· "Now Dasher' Now Dancer' Now 
ed a volume of poems and was the P · d v·x , · turned with a jerk, 
author of theological treatises. 0 C ra~ce~ a~ id~ ~- D d And laying his finger aside of his Like tlle creator of "A:lice'' and in- n ome · · . n . ~p · n on er nose, 
t f h i d and Blltzen. A d · · d th h" ven or o · er ~az ng an amus- T th t f th h t th t n givmg a no , up e c 1mney 
ing adventures, this teacher of se- 0 e op O 8 , pore ' 0 e op he rose. 
rlous subjects ts now kn~wn and N ;f ~he wall. d h da h H~ sprang t~ his sleigh, to his team 
remembered for ·an achievement ow as aw~r,, as away, 8 gave a whistle; 
of an entirely different type, a bit away all. And away they all flew like the 
of verse which he probably regard- As dry· leaves that before the wild down of a thistle; 
ed as of no consequence, but which hurricane fly, · And I heard him exclaim, ere he 
ls known and loved the world ov- When they met with an obstacle, drove out of sight, 
er. It has become my custom to mount to the sky, "H ppy Christmas to all, and to all 
j publish th~t little poeln som~time So 'Up .to the ;house-top the a good-night.'' 
·:& N UM ER ABLE STORIES WHAT A PLACE OF JOY AND strings are being pulled, and a 
have been told of the man with a sorrow, anxiety and relief, a mod- shadow hangs over some home. 
raging toothache who, determined ern hospital is! The patient who * * * 
to have the offending member re- is in serious trouble gets little of WHAT WAS THE PREVAIL-
moved, visits the ' its atmosphere, for he is apt to be ing· color of · houses in colonial 
dentist's office, only partially conscious .of his sur- times? A partial answer to that 
and whose tooth- roundings, but if his malady is of question is given in the Septem-
ache leaves him a minor nature and he is there ber' House and Garden magazine 
immediately up- merely for observation, every in which appeared a number of 
on his arrival at sound that comes through hjs open illustrations of houses of Colonial 
the dental pre- door, every footfall in the corri- design, all painted white. Concern-
cincts. Also, ev- dor, becomes charged with inter• ing the matter of color the :maga-
e r y automobile est. And, if a telephone · is near zine says: 
owner has driven by he catches innumerable bits of * * * 
to the re Pair human drama. "AS YOU PAGE OVER THE 
shop with an en- * * * thirty-odd houses in the second 
gine which miss- A SHEETED F I G u R E IS section you will note that almost 
ed fire, squeaked, wheeled by on a stretcher. Does invariably the Colonial house is 
or otherwise mis- that mean life or death? He can- painted white. This would come 
behaved, to have not tell. In the background there as news to what our statesmen 
Davies the engine purr may be the history of a frightful w?uld .call the Found~ng Fathers. 
as sweetly as any accident, with mangled flesh and First, it was not until the coun-
. kitten as soon as the shop is reach- broken bones or the onset or of try was well founded that the out-
. ed. In such a case the engine some maladj~stment of functions sides of houses were painted at all, 
stubbornly persists in giving a which calls for the use of the sur and, second, they weren't painted 
. perfect performance as long as it geon's knife. What of the next white. In Connecticut few hous!s 
is within reach of repair, and the hour, or the next day or month? were painted '?efore . 1700, 9:nd m 
job of diagnosing the trouble be- Are anxious friends somewhat Massachusetts 1t was not until well 
comes raised to the nth power. anxiously awaiting news from the !nto the 19th century tha_t ,houses 
* * * operating room? m country towns knew paint. The 
THE PRIZE STORY IN THIS . first or second in that state was 
category comes from Minneapolis. * * * the Andrews house in Topsfield, 
The secr·etary in the office of a A MAN'S VOICE IS HlnARD, Mass. built about 1710 which went 
Minneapolis throat specialist look- evidently at the telephone: "Is giddy' with India red o~ its window 
ed up from her desk as a young mother there?'' a pause. ~'Hello, frames and corner boards. The 
man, a stranger, entered. She that you, Grandma?'' "Yes, it's clapboards went unpai ted. The 
greeted him pleasantly, and wait- 'Gr~ndma,t all right. A boy, and India red-today's ~quivalent is 
ed an explanation of his call, but a fme one.--About ha an hour barn red-was made by mixing red 
received none. The young man ut- ago. -- She's fine I'll be ochre with fish oil. In Connecticut 
tered not a sound. His silence was home for lunch and I'l bring you which was always a wilful colony: 
somewµat embarrassing, but sud- down as soon as she ets rested old records show that houses were 
denly he put his hand to his ~P a lit~le.'' That conversation sometimes painted red or yellow or 
-mouth and gave a slight cough. A 18 easily interpreted. blue. The customs of painting 
pleased expression spread over his * * houses white· did not come into 
· features as he held up what · prov- ANOTHER VOICE IS HEARD general practice until the Revolu- · 
1 ed to be a small fish-bone. Then at the phone, a woman's voice, tionary period. 
he spoke: He said: "I di<;l.n't an- strained and tremulous: "They've Up i:n Salem they tell the story 
swer you because I couldn't speak. ju;st got through -- He's not out of .a merchant who prospered and 
· I got that bone stuck in my throat of the ether yet. -- They can't thought to outdo his neighbors by 
· =. .. 1d couldn't get it out, and I tell, but I'm so . afraid . .. -- I'll call .having his house painted. They 
couldn't utter a sound. I came you when there is any change." All remarked, "Wal, I see Sam's feel-
here to have it removed, but na- is being done that can be done by in' his oats-he's begun to paint his I ture has taken care ~f the job.'' science and tender ·care, but heart- house." That was · in 1804. 
ACCORDING TO THE . USUAL owner's flesh, and she screamed. 
. l. practice in English-speak~g coun- Mr. Mathis struck out, not with 
tries the weapons used in what is ·his fist,, but with his foot, which 
termed the "noble art of self-de- landed accurately in the · fellow's 
Davies 
f e n s e'' are the face. In the rough-and-tumble 
clenched f is ts, which followed Mr. Mathis made 
and a man who such vigorous use of his feet that 
is prop.erly ban- the robbers, unaccustomed to that 
d y with h is style of combat, took to their heels. 
dukes is suppos- It might not be a bad idea to in· 
sed to be more elude a course in the "coup de sa-
than a match 'for vate" in our school athletics. One 
an a d v e r s a r y can imagine few things more dis .. 
with a knife or concerting to a bandit than a 
club, and even to swift kick in the face. 
give a good ac- * * * 
count of himself MY TASTE FOR· MYSTERY 
in an encounter and adventure stories often gets 
with a man arm- me tangled up with yarns which 
ed with a shoot- are neither instructive nor elevat-
ing-iron. Taking ing, and in them I have noticed a 
them nation by technique which seems to have be-
nation, Anglo-Saxons surpass an come contagious with writers of a 
others in the use of their fists, but certain class. One peculiarity no-
they are sadly deficient in the use ticed in this particular line of fie-
of the feet in combat. The French tion is the amazingly poor marks-
specialize in that field, and they manship of the villains of the sev. 
have developed astonishing dexter- eral pieces. Shooting point blank 
ity in the use of the "coup de sa- at the distance of six feet the vil-
vate,'' of which the English equiv- lain misses the hero altogether, or 
alent is ''the boot," otherwise the merely scratches him. The crim-
kick in the face. inals of fiction ought to be taught 
* * * better shooting. Another remark-
IT WAS FAMILIARITY WITH able phenomenon is the wonderful 
this form of combat which enabled fistic skill of the fiction heroes. 
a French visitor, Emile E. C. Time after time the hero emerges 
Mathis, to rout two New York from combat with enemies armed 
bandits who attempted to rob his with lethal weapons, leaving the 
wife of her .jewels. Mr. Mathis, a ground strewn with unconscious 
wealthy young French automobile bodies which he has flattened out 
manufacturer and his wife are vis- each with a single blow on the 
iting in New York. Returning to point of the chin. This has become 
their apartment late one night .so common that I have lost inter-
after visiting friends, they were est in those fights. · I know exact-
attacked by two men as their .cab ly what is going to happen. There 
stopped in front of the building, will be a mix-up lasting only a 
and one of ' the two bandits seized moment or two, and then the 
a necklace worn by Mrs. Mathis. hero's trusty right will land pre .. 
The string did not break, howev- cisely on the point of the other 
er, but the jewels ·sank into their fellow's chin. The villains can 
neither shoot nor box . 
* '* * AS AN AID TO SAFE DRIV-
ing it is suggested that this little 
jingle be committed to memory 
and repeated once in a while: 
Here lies the body of Michael 
O'Day, 
Who died maintaining his right of 
way; 
He was right, dead right, as he 
sailed along, 
But he's just as dead as if he'd 
been wrong. 
* * * MYLES S'rANDISH, DESCEND-
ant of the famous New England 
captain who employed John Alden 
to speak for him, took unto him-
self a wife the other day, and in 
so doing he became the first for-
eign service officer of the . United 
States to be married under the 
state department's regulations pro-
hibiting the marriage of such of-
ficers without department permis-
sion. Unlike his ancestor, Mr. 
Standish spoke up for himself. He 
sent his resignation to the secre-
tary of state accompanied by his 
announced ·intention to marry 
Miss Betty Walls, a natlve of Man-
chester, England, where Mr. Stan-
dish is vice consul. His boldness 
brought a reward that timidit 
denied to the seventeenth-century 
captain of Plumouth colony. A few 
days ago came a request from the 
state department that he with-
draw his resignation and proceed 
with the nuptials. 
* * * NORTH DAKOTA HAD AN-
other Standish, descended from. 
the famous Plymouth captain, in 
the person of W. H. Standish, of 
Grand Forks, who served for a 
term as attorney genera~ of' the 
state. He died some ye~rs ago in 
Missouri. 
IN CONNECTION WITH THE 
an nu a 1 republication of "The 
Night · Before Christmas'' last week, 
a . brief account was given of the 
career of the au-
thor, Dr. Clem-
ent C. Moore, in 
his day a distin-
guished scholar 
and professor of 
theology ,and Or-
iental literature. 
I have just come 
across some ad-
ditional facts re-
l a t i n g to the 
writing and first 




wrote his poem 
in 18 2 2 as a 
Christmas present for his children, 
but it was not until a year later, 
December 23, 1823, that it first ap-
peared in print in the Troy Sen-
tinel. A daughter of the Rev. 
David Bu tier, Episcopal rector, 
heard Dr. Moore read the . poem 
while visiting the Moore home, and 
hastily copied the words in her 
album. 
* * * 
DELIGHTED OVER THE MER-
ry account of the "little old driver, 
so lively and quick," she sent it to 
the · editor of the Troy paper who 
published it under the heading,· 
"Account of a Visit From St. Nich-
olas or Santa Claus. 
The editor explained that "we 
know not to whom we are indebt-
ed for the description of that un-
wearied patron of children'' but 
''from whomever it may have 
come, we give thanks for it.'' 
Its publication brought an im-
mediate response of delight as the 
editor had predicted ·but not from 
Dr. Moore. He deemed it beneath 
the dignity of a Professor of D~- pleasure, much as they do in Ho!~\ 
vinity and to friends expressed his land, where ·the flat country is a 
"chagrin." network of canals which freeze 
* * * each winter. 
LATER HE ACKNOWLEDGED * * * 
authorship and . included if/. in a THE SK ATES COMMONLY i 
volume of his poems publish,ed in used in my boyhood would be con- · 
1844. Before he die·d in 1863, his sidered crude affairs in these days. I 
account of the house in which ''not The ska. te consisted · of a steel run-
1 
a creature was stirring, not even ner set in a wood block through 
a mouse'' had been translated in- which · went a broad strap to 
to many foreign languages and an buckle across the toes' and another 
autographed copy had been re- ·for a narrower strap to go around 
quested by the New York His tor- the ankle. A screw set firmly in . 
ical Society. the wood attached the skate to the 1 
* * ·* heel of the sh'oe in which a hole 1 
HIGHWAYS COATED WITH was bored for that purpose. A gim- . 
ice · have their disadvantages, but let carried in the pocket was a 1 
at least they provide good skating. necessary. part of the equipment, 
On Sunday a group of Grantl to clear the hole of ice. For or-
Forks boys donned their skates dinary s~aters the · steel runn~r 
and skated on the oiled highway was mostly straight, turned · up in 
all the way to Thompson and bac4, front and . cut off at an angle at 
a round trip of nearly 30 miles. It the rear. For beginners the skates 
is not recalled that such a feat might be "guttered," so as to g 0 t 
has ever before been possible in a better grip on the ice. Experts 
this territory, although . several affected . "rockers," which were 
sleet' storms have. left much heav- rounded all the way from toe · to 
ier coatings of ice. This time the heel. They were tricky things, but 
thin veneer of ice was firm enough some of the top-notchers could 
to bear the pressure of skates perform some wonderful evolu-
without cutting through. tions on them. I could skate just 
* * * so-so, but I have seen some of our 
IN THIS P A R T ' OF THE boys and girls· in that country dis-
country people seldom skate in or- trict who, without lnstructio'.!1, 
der to go places. Streams are in .. c<;mld do _ fancy skating of which 
frequent, and where there are no skater need be shamed today. 
streams their · ice is usually cover- * * * 
ed with snow as we have little of DOWN · IN NEW ENGLAND 
the alternate freezing and thaw- . one George ·w. Jacobs,. wishing ,to 
ing which is common in the east. vary the mop.otony of regutar 
The . river of my boyhood, which hunting, started out after deer 
ran .along our pasture and the ad- with a bow and a quiver full of 
joining school yard, provided am- arrows. He found no deer, but he 
ple opportunity for .skating, and came upon the tracks of a bear, 
children living on farms near it,, and when last seen lie was follow-
and even some distance away,' ing the tracks, intending ·to try 
habitually skated to and from conclusions with Bruin with his 
school, and people skated for many bow and arrow. He also carried a 
miles . on errands . of business or pistol, just "i? case." 
-.-.-- ------ ----· 
PROBABLY NO POEM · HAS Ring out the grief that saps the 
been more widely quoted, .certain- mind, 
ly no New Year's poem, than Ten- For those that here we see no 
Davies 
nyson' s "R i n g 
O~t, Wild Bells." 
Its lofty idEral-
more; 
Ring out the feud of _rich and 
poor, 
ism, is always Ring . in redress to all mankind. 
timely, and nev-
er more so than 
as t h ·e ye a r 
draws to a close. 
Familiar as the 
lines are, I re-
peat them :how 
as an expression 
Ring out a slowly dying cause. 
The ancient forms of party 
strife; · 
Ring in . the nobler modes of 
life, 
With sweeter manners, purer laws. 
of what, I am Ring · out the want, the. care, the 
sure, lies in the sin, 
thoughts of most The faithless coldness of the 
of us as we con- time; 
template the Ring out, ring out, my mournful 
passing . of the . rhymes, 
old year and the dawn of the But ring the fuller minstrel in. 
new: 
* *' * . 
RING OUT, WILD BELLS. 
By ALFRED TENNYSON. 
Ring out, wild bells, to the wild 
sky, 
Ring out false pride in place and 
blood, 
The civic sander and the spite; 
Ring . in the love of truth and 
right, 
Ring in the common love of good. 
Ring out the darkness ot the 
land, 
Ring in the Christ that is to be. 
* * * OGDEN MILLS, FORMER SEC-
retary of the treasury, was robbed 
the other night. The interesting 
feature of the case is not that a 
wealthy resident of New York was 
robbed of a few hundred dollars 
and a watch, but the persistence 
shown by the burglar in accom-
plishing his purpose.. The thief 
climbed a 20-foot cedar tree, from 
which he jumped to the roof of a 
one-story extension . of the resi-
dence. Then he walked 30 feet 
along the roof and crept along a 
foot-wide ledge to a bedroom win-
dow, where he cut the copper 
screen and raised the unfastened 
window. He got a.way with $380 in 
cash, a gold watch and gold ciga-
rette case. Mr. Mills, sleeping in 
the ·room, heard· no sound, nor did 
his wife, who slept in the adjoin• 
ing room. None of the eight serv-
ants in the. house noticed any sus-
picious noise, though it was re-
ported that the family dog ~ad 
barked once or twice. The flying cloud, the frosty 
light; Ring out old shap~s of foul dis- * * * 
The year is dying in the night; 
Ring out, wild bells, and let him 
die. 
ease; LIKE ANYONE WHOSE JOB 
Ring out the narrowing lust of. it is to write things every day, 
gold; · Edgar . Guest produces work of un-
Ring out the · thousand wars of even quality. But to all and sundry 
old, I commend his verses which ap-
Ring out the old, ring in the new, Ring in the thousand years of peared on this page on Tuesday, 
Ring, happy bells, across the peace.· beginning "The king rode by.'' . If 
snow; 
" The year is going, let him go; · Ring in the valiant man and free, 
Ring out the false; ring in the ~_rue. The larger heart, . the kindlier 
· hand; 
you missed it, by all means look it 
up, and . if you are keeping a scrap-
book I am sure . the poem will find 
a place there. 
